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The First Annual 
Georgia Tech 
Advisory Boards' Day 
Laying the Foundation 
Our Vision 
"Georgia Tech will be a leader among those few 
technological universities whose students, alumni, 
faculty, and staff define and expand the frontiers 
of knowledge and innovation. Georgia Tech seeks 
to create an enriched, more prosperous, and 
sustainable society for the citizens of Georgia, the 
nation, and the world." 
Laying the Foundation (cont'd) 
Our vision 
Completing our strategic plan 
Re-engineering administrative structure and processes 
Creating the leadership team 
Making Olympic "chaos" manageable 
Building the resource base 
Challenges Facing Tech 
• Diminishing federal funding 
• The Olympics 
• Campus safety 
• Facilities funding 
• Increased out-of-state tuition 
Challenges (cont'd) 






6 Cal Tech 
7 U of Illinois 
8 Georgia Tech 
Challenges (cont'd) 
Building the Talent Base - NAS Members 
Ranking College #of 
Members 
1 Harvard 148 
2 Stanford 108 
3 Berkeley 108 
4 MIT 99 
5 Cal Tech 61 
9 Cornell 
40 Purdue 
75 Georgia Tech 1 
Challenges (cont'd) 
Building the Talent Base - NAE Members 






. Cornell 22 
Cal Tech 25 
^m M 
U of Illinois 24 
8 
Georgia Tech 12 

Our Competitive Advantages 
Growing reputation 
Strong student demand 
Positive state support 
Olympic legacies 
Atlanta 
A Growing Reputation - Rankings 
U.S. News and World Report 
• One of 15 public institutions in top 50 
• Academic reputation—27th overall 
• 15 colleges, schools, programs in top 20 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Freshmen Applications 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
State Appropriations 
Fiscal Years 1975 through 1995 
Constant 1995 Dollars 
Actual Dollart 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
State Appropriations 
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Further Olympic Legacies 
• Recreated Techwood/Clark Howell Homes 
• FutureNet 
• Media exposure during Olympics/Paralympics 
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"There is always one moment... 
when the door opens and lets the 
future in." 
Graham Greene 
